
Commission for Energy Use and Climate Change 
Meeting Minutes 
January 13, 2021 
Virtual Meeting 
 
 
Attendees: 
Ramon Bueno – Commissioner 
Liz Galloway – Commissioner  
Eliza Johnston – Commissioner  
Aladdine Joroff – Nominated Commissioner  
Juliette Rooney-Varga – Commissioner 
Julie Wood – Commissioner   
Larry Yu –Commissioner 
Oliver Sellers-Garcia – (member ex-officio) Director of Office of Sustainability and 
Environment 
 

Review and adopt the minutes from the December 9, 2020 meeting 

 Minutes Approved  

 Announcements: Juliette R-V stepping off the CEUCC. Round of comments of 

appreciation for her many years of service and contributions.  

 

Updates from the City 

 
 Climate Forward Ambassadors.  Cohort #3 starting.  Adapting to online. Will have 

four public presentations, online, first one in early February - From January Sustainaville 
Newsletter (All webinars will take place from 6:00 - 7:00 P.M. on Zoom): 

 Feb 4 - Global Climate Change and Local Impacts.  
 Mar 4 – Building and Energy Solutions 
 April 1 – Transportation Solutions 
 April 29 – Climate Resilience & Public Health 

All 55 people who applied were accepted into this cohort because of online format. 

The cohort will have lots of breakout groups. Alumni from first 2 cohorts have 

continued to meet regularly and have signed on as facilitators for breakout groups. 

The goal is to learn about climate, the situation in Somerville, and complete a free-

form project.  Participants will learn the basics on climate change, progress in the 

City, communications, organizing, equity over about 5 months.  Ambassadors have 

been diverse in age, background, city neighborhood. Now young professionals are a 



large share of this cohort. People come in with greenhouse gas (GHG) knowledge and 

learn a lot about resilience, equity; expansion of perspective from “compost & 

recycle”.  Ona Ferguson: “Great presentations will be open to the public. Cross-

pollination with past cohorts and with the public is great”.  

Juliette: UMass Lowell did an engagement activity where people are challenged to 

come up with a 10-week plan to reduce 10,000 lbs of CO2. 

 

 2020 progress on Somerville Climate Forward 

Today (13 Jan ’21) Oliver gave a presentation to the Mayor and City on this. 

Reflecting on 2020: much progress on most actions, except those requiring new 

funding (e.g., consumption-based GHG inventory, postponed); ways of working 

changed much from COVID-19 and racial justice urgencies – equity lens heightened; 

accelerated work on community, health, resilience, equity.  Will impact the next 

version of the plan.  Departments have remained committed, mayoral support 

enthusiastic. Anecdotal observation from Newton: people at home so much during 

COVID-19 period has increased awareness of retrofit potential, etc.  We could look 

at, say, electrical permits this year.  

 

 Boston’s municipal aggregation program  

With low media attention (per COVID-19), Boston’s municipal aggregation program 

has not raised more attention on other cities’ programs.  Boston’s standard product 

offers the same amount of renewable energy as Somerville’s. Eversource was a more 

active participant in plan approval given the large territory of Boston, and MA Dept 

of Public Utilities (DPU) took a long time in approval. This may signal closer 

scrutiny for future plans. Need to think carefully of different next goals and program 

changes to seek.  

 

Discuss potential non-binding resolution supporting efforts to eliminate gas in new 

buildings. 

Somerville team (Oliver, Hannah, Larry, Paola Massoli, and Councilor Ewen-Campen) 

participating in the RMI (Rocky Mountain Institute) Accelerator program. Exploring 



different angles on restricting gas in new construction. Brookline tried in 2019 to ban gas 

connections in new buildings; Somerville had thought a bit on it and moved to what’s in 

SCF (use local zoning and push for state net-zero carbon buildings code).  As a result, we 

are wondering where does Somerville fit in to the public message of banning gas? We 

want to send a signal of solidarity with other municipalities, but we also don’t see gas 

hookup bans as the key action necessary for net-zero carbon buildings.  What thoughts do 

you have about the City passing a resolution? 

On context in the political situation. If Baker signs new law tomorrow [he did not; vetoed it], 

there’s 1-yr to develop municipalities net-zero new building codes.  If not, draft a new 

one to resubmit. Or legislation may be quickly re-submitted [they did, right away].  CEUCC 

should revisit depending on outcome. 

Any downside to a Somerville resolution alone?  Could seek wider power to meet net-

zero goals.  How to avoid large new investment locking fossil fuels for a long time? 

Brookline faced 2 state obstacles (building code preemption and regulation of natural gas 

distribution) 

Different routes: support state net-zero building codes without fossil fuel, not mentioning 

gas (eye on labor: renewables are jobs).  

Brookline’s language had exceptions (hot water usage, others). How to handle them?  

Alternative: rather than a resolution, letters to the Governor and legislature? What are we 

actually getting from it? (vs. smaller towns). 

 

Recent state-level developments: share opinions and collect questions for future 

discussion 

A lot going on legislation; brief comments now, more discussion next time? Could use 

looking at good Bill summaries. Issue: how the 2050 Roadmap (also the 2030 plan) fit in 

with the bill? Bill weakness on biomass? New RPS regulations and biomass inaccuracies  

(Juliette reviewed them: not reduced GHG emissions). Good environmental justice 

provisions in the bill and roles of natural systems in sequestration and GHG reductions.  

 Climate bill S.2995 

 MA 2050 Roadmap report  

 



Identify topics for future CEUCC consideration and guidance  

 

Larry and Oliver will use the working groups’ memorandum summaries to present 

something to the Mayor and report back on feedback. Will it be to shape CEUCC 2021 

priorities? Or provide “nuggets” of work with City. Oliver: not so much, but there is 

plenty, so much more, the CEUCC can work on anyway.  

 

Next month 

 Oliver to provide update/reports on City items of interest/relevance. Including:  

 Julie: suggested an update on the MVP-funded regional vulnerability assessment 

project.   

 Someone could present on actual 2030/2050 Roadmaps  

 

 

 


